General Programme

Trade Exhibition

Wednesday 16 October 2013

This is an excellent opportunity to demonstrate
your products and services to high level decision
makers. Be sure not to miss out and book your
stand space! For more information and booking,
see the website:

The surface area of the existing station will be
used for the conference, making the most of the
station space. The waiting area of the station will
be totally dedicated to the exhibition and coffee
breaks.

www.nextstation2013.com

Officials will be inaugurating the exhibition on
17 October, at 10h30.

In Kazansky Station, Moscow
» 20h00 – 22h00

Registration & welcome cocktail

Thursday 17 October 2013
In Kazansky Station, Moscow
» 8h00

Registration

» 9h00

Opening of the conference by
Mr. Vladimir Yakunin, President of Russian Railways and Chairman of the International Union of Railways
Mr. Jean-Pierre Loubinoux, Director-General of the International Union of Railways
Mr. Marc Descheemaecker, Chief Executive Officer of Belgian Railways and Chairman of the Global Passenger

Meeting at UIC

Invited high ranking speakers:
Mr. Maksim Sokolov, Minister of Transport of the Russian Federation
Mr. Igor Slyunyayev, Minister of Regional Development of the Russian Federation
Mr. Sergey Sobyanin, Mayor of Moscow
and a Representative of the European Commission.
» 10h30

Inauguration of the trade exhibition and coffee break

» 11h00

Round table: “The station of the future: how to link Railways and Society?”
Mr. Vladimir Yakunin, President of Russian Railways (RZD) and Chairman of the International Union of Railways,
Mr. Jean-Pierre Loubinoux, Director-General of the International Union of Railways,
Mr. Jannie Haek, CEO of Belgian Railways (SNCB Holding),
Mr. Mohamed Rabie Khlie, Director General of Moroccan Railways (ONCF) will debate in this round
table, with participation of other railway Presidents and Directors General.

The trade exhibition will take place in the main
hall of Kazansky Station, alongside all the rooms
where the opening ceremony, the parallel
sessions and the closing session will be held.

Technical Visits
The Russian Railways will organize the technical
visits to be held on Friday 18 October, from 14:00
to 15:30.
The meeting point will be the registration desk in
Kazansky station, starting from 13:45.
The routes:

Parallel sessions
• Governance and financing: a new approach
• Innovations

1. Kazansky station – a hub of social activities.

» 15h30

Coffee break, visit of the trade exhibition

» 16h00

Parallel sessions
• Business and services
• Station design around the world

ff Refurbishment peculiarities

» 14h00

» 18h00

End of parallel sessions

» 18h00

Visit of the trade exhibition, personal time

» 20h00

Gala evening: official diner

Friday 18 October 2013
In Kazansky Station, Moscow
» 9h00

Parallel sessions
• Intermodality centers
• Integrated protection

» 10h30

Coffee break, visit of the trade exhibition

» 11h00

Parallel sessions
• Sustainable stations
• Connecting stations with the city

» 12h30

Closing session

» 13h00

Cocktail lunch

» 14h00

Technical visits

Opening hours
17 October 2013: 09:00 – 19:00
18 October 2013: 09:00 – 14:00

Kazansky station

ff History of the station: the first transport hub
in Moscow
ff Social functions for modern Moscow
2. Leningradsky station – a two-capital’
terminal
ff History of the station: the oldest terminal in
Moscow
ff High-speed services for two “capitals” of
Russia

Leningradsky station

ff Modernization
Under the High Patronage of the European Investment Bank (EIB)

3. Yaroslavsky station – a gate of the TransSiberian
ff History of the station: a greenfield project

General and Gold sponsor

Commercial Partner

Official and Silver sponsor

Media partner

Sponsors

ff Services for long-haul passengers
ff Plans for refurbishment.
The meeting point will be the registration desk in
Kazansky station, starting from 13:45.

Yaroslavsky station

www.nextstation2013.com

Parralel Sessions

Friday 18 October 2013

The 8 parallel sessions will be held in Kazansky Station, in conference rooms 1 and 2.
During the conference, the rooms’ location will be clearly indicated in the station.

T

place in Moscow, Kazansky Station, from
17 – 18 October 2013. This high-profile global

railway event will be hosted by JSC Russian
Railways (RZD) and jointly organised with
the International Union of
Railways (UIC).
Since 2005, several
thousand decision-makers
from higher railway
management and the
transport world, economy

project development and financing, station
management, station and urban planning,
the sustainable, eco-friendly railway station,
facilities and design, commercial use of
station space and services, multimodality and
accessibility.

“Next Station 2013”,
the 4th international
conference on Railway
Stations will be held
in Moscow on 17 - 18
October 2013

and finance, banks, business
and trade, architecture and urban planning,
have actively participated in the debates and
exchanges organised as part of the “Next
Station” conference.
“Next Station 2013” will be dedicated to

Following its three previous
editions, “Next Station” has
become a unique reference
at worldwide level for
benchmark and exchange on
best practice related to railway
station development and

management across the world. Developing
a new generation of railway stations with
the objective to cope with all challenges of
mobility and society is also a strategic issue
in the Russian Federation, the host country of
“Next Station 2013”.

» 14h00 – 15h30

» 16h00 – 18h00

Session 1A: Governance and financing: a new
approach
Speakers
• Henry Marty-Gauquié, European Investment Bank

Session 2A: Business and services
Speakers
• Marcus Paul, Germany:

• Alexandr Prodan, Portugal:

• Yoshinobu Kanazawa, Japan:

Station charging systems and financial analysis of vertical
separation in Europe

• David Bodet, France:

Greater Paris stakes, Paris-Saclay’s case

• Evgeny Trusov, Russia:

Limited recourse financing of the railway infrastructure
including the high-speed rail links

• Valery Vaisberg, Russia:

PPP in the station modernization projects

• Cheng Jueming, China:

Innovation drives the change

• Nathalie Lerer, France:

Services in French stations: New challenges

• Jean-Philippe Gros, France:

New immersive navigation tool to prepare the journey

• Claudio Alba, Spain:

Technology for visually impaired people

• Sei Sakairi, Japan:

the theme “Next Station: Linking Railways
and Society”. This international event will

The “Next Station” programme will include the

provide a unique opportunity for high-level

plenary sessions - opening, round table and

speakers and panellists to address all strategic

closing - 8 parallel sessions as well as a trade

issues related to the creation, development

exhibition and technical visits at the end of the

and operation of railway stations, such as

international conference.

www.nextstation2013.com

The railway station initiative of DB Station & Service

Development of attractive cities from stations

• John Crawford Williams, US+Canada:
Reaching retail potential

• Andrei Maryniouk, Russia:
Duty free at railway stations

• Michel Jadot, Belgium:

The point of view of train operator

• Jesus Sanchez Soria, Spain:

Station marketing – new challenges

The experience of construction and finance in high speed • Sytze van der Aa, the Netherlands:
Creating customer experience by retail
railway stations in China

Session 1B: Innovations
Speakers
• Fabio Battaggia, Italy:

Innovation and technology in stations

» 11h00 – 12h30

Session 3A: Intermodality centers
Speakers
• Jannie Haek, Belgium:

Session 4A: Sustainable stations
Speakers
• Nacima Baron, France:

Station as a driving force for network mobility

Thursday 17 October 2013

he 4th “Next Station” international
conference on railway stations will take

» 9h00 – 10h30

Session 2B: Station design around the world
Speakers
• Yekyeong Shin, South Korea:
Station as a key strategy for sustainable regional
regeneration, Seoul railway station

• Andreas Heym, France:

Development on intermodal transport hubs in the 21st
century metropolis-the Greater Paris example

• Andreas Hamprecht, Germany:

Stations as customer oriented mobility hubs

• Eric Dussiot, France:

Mumbai CST station. Multimodal station and PPP
approach for a world class UNESCO station Master
Planning

• Fernando Sanches, Brazil:

Intercity trains in São Paulo - Main hub and local
hubs

• Anne-Maartje Ordelman, the Netherlands:
Station and station area development in the
Netherlands

• Zhou Xiaowen, China:

Intermodality of Shanghai Hongqiao Station

Session 3B: Integrated protection
Speakers
• Hendrik Vanderkimpen, Belgium:

The station-criminality nexus: how to protect the
station from being criminogenic?

• Didier Schwarz, France:
Station security

• Franco Fiumara, Italy:

Surveillance, technology and security in stations

• Narciss Sohrabi Mollayousef, Iran:

The sociology of metro stations in Teheran

• Russia: role of staff in security

Designing European stations as living places:
territorial and historical values

• Anne Leemans, Belgium:

Design a low carbon interchange

• Javier Dahl, Spain:

Station architectural design: Economic impact
assessment

• Anna Abbasova, Russia:

Developing a station’s social functions

• Vincent Delcourt, France:

How energy smart meters could help to reduce
energy bills of train stations?

Session 4B: Connecting stations with the city
Speakers
• Dirk Oelschläger, UIC:

The “Passage” project – best practice for accessibility

• Maurizio Gentile, Italy:

Station to connect parts of the city

• Ekaterina Sapsay, Russia:

Barrier-free environment in passenger stations

• Lieve De Cock, Belgium:

The grammar of station environments

• Guillaume de Tilière, France:

Rail stations, the link between typology, design
process and level of service

• Jildou van der Sluis, the Netherlands:
Fixing the link

• Olivier Martin, France:

Stations of the Gautrain project – proximity, architecture,
services

• Hiroumi Osaka, Japan:

Design of the station, cultural area, eco-construction

• Jorge Bernabeu, Spain: intermodal design strategies

for high-speed railway stations in Spain, always in motion

• He Songlin, China: the design conceptions of Chinese
high speed railway stations

Conference
room N°1
Usually used as a
high level lounge
for business
passengers

Conference
room N°2
Usually used
as a temporary
exhibitions area

